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through Danish treachery to Saxon Har
old. One was attempted 500 years later
with most disastrous results to the
A Retired Army Officer Advocates would-b- e
invaders. In that day, though
the Invasion of England
the British arms wereinvincible both ou
land and sea, and it was not until a new
in the Event of War.
soil had given opportunity lor the graft
IWIItk thnt a Defensive Policy toward al. g of the English stock on a bardic-livliar. ,
Cunad would rHult In the Abarose a race of men iuv- sorption of the llrltlsh loses-rIiiii- h
able of contesting with England
ou the Continent by
of the world. And there has
the United States.
never attempted the bearding of tli3 lion
in his den. General Carr is, we believe.
In all the war talk there has been an the first military man of standing who
assumption on our part that we should has proposed that arduous adven: tire.
act entirely on the defensive in land
But are we to conclude that what En
operations with the exception of an in- gland has done with us we are incapable
vasion of Canada. We have assumed of doing with England? The burnin
that as in 1776 and 1812, we should and sacking of our national capital by
HAaitthe onset, forgetting or ignoring the troops oí General Boss early in this
the fact that while we were the weaker century is still unavenged.
Not until
power in both those years we are now we pitch camp in London will that, deep
the stronger.
insult be wiped out. Theonly questions
Among the opinions of military and are those of transfer and terminal facilinaval experts collected and published ties. Give us the necessary transports
bv the New York Journal is one of Ma- and ocean convoy and we can land a
jor General Eugene A. Carr, wired from million men on English shores within
Albuquerque, N. M. General Carr de- six months. Once there the results
precates an invasion of Canada. He would not be such as to justify a new
argues that there is already a strong edition of Maiuulay's hemic verse deannexation party in that country and scribing the ruin of the Spanish Aruiada.
leaves the inference that, since one of Skiddaw might catch the reddening
the certain results of war would bo the gleam from Gaunt's embattled pile, and
acquisition of Canada by the United Skiddaw's fires might rouse to war the
States, such acquisition, to serve the burghers of Carlisle. Hut there would
highest national ends and interests, be others. Not until General Miles liad
should not be by conquest. There is waved his
sword before the
certainly much of the wisdom of states- walls of Westminster would the tires of
manship in this view, whatever the our patriot blood begin to' cool. St.
military necessities of the case might be Louis Republic.
found to be.
Silver OrixniiUrttlmi Combine.
But General Carr is anything but a
time negotiations have been
some
For
home guard. If he insists that we withhold our hand against the lion's whelp pending for a cjuiblute consolidation of
it is only tlut we shall go after the lion the American Bimetallic League, Na
himself. He proposes an invasion of iotial Silver C t in mitteo, the three prinGreat Britain. This is his plan of cam- cipal silver organiztions in the United
tun repiestiiting all sections th i
paign :
Mask Canada by army corps of the Na country. These negotiations have cultional I, nurd at points along the line. minated in an agreement by the repreWith one or two hundred thousand men sentatives of the respective organizaor more on transports escorted by our
which such consolida' ion has
navy anct auxiliary lleets, It would land tions by
on Great Britain and take it. Of course been substantially perfected. Nothing
the landing would be masked bv demon now remains to hi done but a ratificastrations on different points, and might tion by the Executive Committee of
be in Ireland, where we would find a
organizations, each acting
friendly people. Operations against these
which will speedily follow.
British commerce and dependencies
organization will be
consolidated
The
would be conducted by privateers anil
Bimetallic
known as the American
liuiepeniient expeditions.
The last invasion of England was by Union. Its principal olfices and generthe Norman in 1066. It succeeded onlv al headquarters will he in Chicago at

BEARDING THE LION.
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street, in the ollices occupied by the the National Bimetallic
Union, with branch offices in Washington, San Francisco and perhaps in other
cities, both north and south.
It is the purpose of the united organization to press the campaign of educa-t- i
m on beba 'i oí bimetallism with the
utmost vigor in hi! parts of the country.
134 Monroe

A

conference

of

pronounced silver

men will be held at Washington on the
22d of January, when a plan oí action
will be outlined which it i.s said will
have an imp maní, bearing upon political events oí next vear,
One lioml l'ou,;rriMiiiian.
If Congressman Soathwiek, of New
York State, takes a drink of whisky before the end of his first year in congress
it. will cost, him
$2000 and some odd
cents. If the drink is a treat, then the
odd cents will la knocked off. If he

doesn't take a drink until he has
in congress 3W1 days he will earn $1000
thereby. Before he came to Washingn
millionaire up the
ton, a
State, who knows the Capital's temptations, suggested that it was easy to ruin
a Congressional career by strict atlention
to the decanter and none to the House.
The millionaire wanted to Imj sure of his
boyhood friend's soluiety, so he made
this bargain with him.
Congressman Southwick is an old Albany newspaper man, and still in the
business.
la-e-

well-know-

The Constitution of Utah contains several new features. For instance, it provides that juries shall consist ef eight
men instead of twelve, and that in civil
s
of the number may
cases
render a verdict. Another provision is
to the effect that the state shall never
go into debt exceeding $200,000, except
in case of insurrection; and another
guarantees to every citizen the right to
obtain employment wherever possible,
and makes any interference witii this
right a crime. It is generally known, of
course, that suffrage is given to women
on equal terms with men.
three-fourth-

The mineral output of Colorado for
follows:
Gold, $17,340,495; silver, $14,259,019;
lead, $2,955, 114; copper, $877,492; total,
$15,442,150. For 1894 Gold, $ll,235,ñ0fi:
silver, $14,721,751 ; lead, $1,2(18,613; cop-pe- r,
$767,420; total. $29.99:1. 29(1.
1885 is as

9
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The Statehood Kill.
is surprising to see a man of Catron's

astuteness and political sagacity under-t- o
foist a statehood bill, such as he has
introduced in the house, upon the people
of New Mexico. While we. believe that
a very large majority of the voters of
this territory earnestly desire statehood,
we also know that a very large proportion of that majority will refuse to support and will strenuously opnose such a
bill as this, which virtually disfranchises
a large proportion of our people. In
this particular instance the offense is
so monstrous, so offensively partisan,
that it forces the unwilling suggestion
to be made that Catron either opposes
statehood in his heart or is unwilling to
take his chances in the fight for tho political supremacy of the future state, as
he has repeatedly asserted he would do.
Its was upon this very rock that the constitution of 1890 split, and although the
sentiment in favor of statehood has materially strengthened since that time,
this last cheap political play will lose it
many of its strongest adherents. We
have found in the past that the opposition to statehood from the outside was
too much for us, and if we still further
detract from our chances by creating in
ternal dissensions among those- who
stand ready to help the cause, wo may
as well confess our defeat in advance.
This bill is beyond a doubt the severest
blow that the cause of statehood has
ever received here at home, and it will
lead to the disaffection and bitter hostility of hundreds of wellwisbing statehood
democrats, who were to be counted on
not only to support but to sincerely work
for the passage of any fair measure. Albuquerque Democrat.

JANUARY

,

other claims, and have been
pounding away ever since. President
Kyau has confidently said, when joked
about his persistency, that he would yet
pave a street or two with silver, the
product of the old Sheridan mill. lie
lias just received returns of a month's
operations, showing a gross of over $20,- 000, and a net in excess of $7,000, over
of the gross being in tho yel
low metal. It will not surprise some
people if the old Sheridan yet turns out
to be a bonanza property, though .Mr.
Ryan declines to discuss it publicly until he has another month's run on which
to base his estimates. Globe Democrat.

secured

!.

the Director of the Mint show
that the amount of gold thus employed
was $10,608,604, and of silver $!0,8S:!,0t8.
In the same year France used in the arts
$11,662,800 in gold and $7,17:1,030 in silver. Less than a fourth of i he precious
metals mined in the United S.auu is
utilized outside of the mints.

1894 by

Nw Fast California Train.

one-thir- d

Tim Sheridan Mliif.

Jnareveiwof the St. Louis mining
exchange recently the Globe Democrat
published the following:
The reference to the Sheridan recalls
an other development which came to
to the surface during the past week. In
the boom which succeeded the Granite
Mountain bonanza, St. Ixmi had a
great many of the most dismal of failures, but there probably wasn't one that
quite came up to the Sheridan. There
were others, in which quite as much
money was lost, the Silver Age, for example, but it was lost, bv people who
were able to wake up in the morning
and forget all about it. In the Sheridan a great many poor people were involved and a few homes saerillced.
When the collapse came, it was like
pricking a hole in a balloon. There was
nothing left of the bubble, except a mill
for which there was no apparent use.
The property was bought by a few of
the people who had been interested in
it, and who knew something of the Mogollón Mountains, of New Mexico. They

PrM'ptH for l'aKHiiiiers on Trains.
Some wholesome precepts for
in regard to leaving trains are contained in the following syllabus of a decision by the Supreme Court of Indiana
in the case of Lula W. l'arke vs. Tolede,
St. Louis and Kansas City Railway :
1. It is the duty of a common carrier
to stop its trains, and provide stati.m
platforms within easy reach of the car
steps, and it should have a servant present to assist a passenger loaded with
bundles to descend from the train in
safety ; yet there can be no excuse in all
this for a lady passenger to attempt to
leave the iraiu while in ino.ioii. (2)Tue
dismay and fright of a female passenger
lest sir.! be carried past he.' home will
not justify her in deliberately walking
from a place of safety to that of manifest
danger. (I) A passenger ac piainted

with the sidetracks and stations where
with
which hampered her progress
and freedom of movement, was in no
condition to risk the danger so apparent
as an attempt to alight from a moving
train. What might have been comparatively safe for an unhampered woman
to do was dangerous for her. (4) The
act of leaving a moving car is negligence
per se, and the passenger, if thereby injured (except in rare cases, is guilty of
contributory negligence, and can not

she desired to alight, incumbered

O
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Fe route will inaugúrale new anil strictly
ser- s
limited
vice to soiunern california. The California
first-clas-

limited will leave Chicago at 6 p. in. reaches
Los Ansíelos in three
Tr.Hjr'j iy- - a l ..mo imimase
tlirt'tí and one-ha- lt
A KKi.ig ot halt
y.- -.
aday'slime froi i iiii íísa i u í corresredtic 'l.
iqnt i vill
pondingly
.

i

kíítfftffll11!

1

.

superb ;i v .'"till l e 1
palace and
iiimii " deeper,
chair car and din M e i nr uu lo L s
Angelus without, change.
This will be the me-- i and imwt luxurious sciviee via a iv li e C it'o. nia.
Another daily traio ml. carry ihr.iuuli
t to Sao
palace sleeper and tours' d
Mcepi-lo Los
Francisco and tou-n- ;.
í
l'l purlieu-lar- s
Angeles as at presen . V
11. M. Srw'KKK,
inquire of
Agent.

consist

of

:

i

-

r

Like a G; ex .iailw.i

Willi its branches running in every direction, are the arteries ami veins which
convey the blood lo every part of the
svslem. A cold, sudden changes or cX- positre, mav cause poisonous acids to
ihe circula ion, and then con.es
y,1!
.Rheumatism, lie ware ! if von value Ule
mnove Ull) (,wtrm,,hm wih Dr.
mond's Lightning Remedy. Send $." lo
the Driimmond Medicine Co., 18 Maid
en Lane, New York, and they will send
you two large hoüles by express
enough for a mouth's treatment, Willi
full special directions. Agents Wanted.
Drum-package-

ABOUT IT

NO FUN

E.

ROSENBERG.

I'.OOT

recover.

AXDPHOKMAKKK.

promise you faithfully. In the lonir run
you shall save half your money, by having
u-in your work neatly nuil promptly
More silver than gold is now
done lo suit
the arts in this country, and the gap is yourself, at K. KDSKNUKUti'S
X. M.
Silver
likely to widen. The ligurcs given for
I

;u,
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reliable gisxls on eav monthly payme ilCan refer to many families wi:h wh oi they have dea1:.
Tuning of l'ianos in Gin. i county attended to.
Write them for catalogue of i.ew tyle I'iainw,
-.
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Sheriff Shannon' has received a telegram from Governor Thornton stating
that he had offered a reward of $250 each
Purely for the arrest and conviction of the murderers of William Heed.

ITEMS OF INTEREST.
Newsy Notes of Happenings
Local.

The ollicers elect of James L. Uidgely
lirlut of Rvailitblo Paragraph! Which Encampment No' 1, 1. O. O. F. will, be
installed at Odd Fellows' hall tonight,
Mhonlri Nut be Ovnrlookotl
(Wednesday).
Alter the installation
lty our Reader
at 9 p. ni. a reception will he tendered
to the members of Helen Keliekah lodge
No. 7 and I. S. Tiffany lodge No. IS,- I
Beliool again.
O. 0. F., all of whom are expected to be
The county commisioners met on Monpresent. Visiting members and patriday.
archs in the city are cordially invited
Have you broken that New Year's to attend.
resolutions already?
There was never a time in the history
Silver City's public schools ami the of Silver Ci'y when there wm a yp'avr
demand for resiliences, nuru lime when
Normal school are again in session.
luck oí sueii property (or rent cun-eU. S. Court will convene here on Feb- the
a greater damage to the place. Mr. H.
ruary 3, three weeks from next Monday.
B. Holt, official stenographer of the
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Foster are now
courts would now be a resident of Silver
domiciled at tlio Longstreth collate, City if he could
gel a house to live in,
near the Catholic church.
and Tim Eaoi.k is informed that others
Miss Lizzie Black and Miss Elsie Boss would come here with their families if
entertained a few friends with cards at. residences could be eeiired.
Build
their home last Friday night.
more houses in Silver Ci'y.
Miss Bessie Hood ave a very plea-nThe ladies of the Silver City uncial
party to her young friends at the family club will give a Leap Year Japanese
residence last Saturday nilit.
party on Friday nighr, February 21st,
Charles Bagby has secured the A. I). at Newcomli hall. The Indie will Imw
Boss cottage for a residence and will at entire charge of the dance a well is of
once go to housekeeping there.
the invitations, and mi genii
in will
)e
escorted
a
admitted
unless
by
lady.
Mrs. O. S. Warren wired from Brooklyn, N. Y. yesterday that it was the Only ladies who are invited will la-- permitted to ilaih'.u ami all must appear in
coldest day there in twenty-liv- e
years.
Tickets, ."() cents.
Services at the Methodist church next Japanese costume.
admitted
the gallery only
to
Spectators
Sunday, morning and evening as usual.
50 cents each.
for
Every one cordially invited to attend
The county cominisioners, in session
these service.'".
decided to ignore all bids for
yesterdiiv
There are onlv two urisoners in the
for the ensuing year and
printing
county
county jail awaiting trial in the V. S.
o
proceeded
appointment of a public
the
while
25
Court,
aliout
under indictment
Upon
ballot two votes were
printer.
are out on bail.
cast for the Deming Headlight and one
Mr. and Mrs. George Norton, last
vote for the Enterprise. The bids of
Thursday night entertained a few of
Tub Eaoi.b and the Sentinel were retheir young friends at their pleasant
turned unopened. The printer will be
home on Broadway hill.
paid rates lixed by law where such proNew Year's day was as pleasant s a vision is made and commercial rate
a May day in Silver City and unhappy where no price is fixed by law.
was the man who could not be out of
Terrlhls Aerlilent at Moraurl. ArUnnn.
doors enjoying the glorious sunshine.
On New Year's day at the Clifton CopC. H. McEwen and family now occupy
per company's mines at Morenci, Irwin
the west half of the double apartment
Carvil, son oí G. W. M. Carvil of this
house belonging to C. F. Grayson S. II.
city, who was doing the blacksinilhing
McAninch occupying the other part of
for the mine, whiie carrying some drills
the house.
intothe mine was caught by the engine of
On this beautiful January day lieneatli the ore train coming out of the tunnel
the cloudless sky, in the glorious sun- and thrown upon the track and runover.
light The Baulk screams Silver City His left foot was cut off and Isith legs
enjoys the best
cliIt is reported
broken at the kneecap.
mate in the world.
bruised
seriously
otherwise
was
he
that
On Sunday morning's
On Sunday next. Kev. Edward S. and injured.
Cross will deliver two discourses on the train his father and mother left for Mo- l'"re '"r 11,11 111,(1 l"lnk'. 1,1,11
life, character and oratory of the ifreat V('m'1
if Lit
i.j l.ii .inn Ink ttwtlUkit
.i j
preacher, Bishop l'hillips Brooks, ho-- e Hlirvivw
injuries. Further
in lioston, he attended for urn ,,re anxiously awaited by the many
manv vears. Aliare eordmllv invited. ' friends oí the family here.
A

ut

'

,,

parti.-u-ministr-
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GILLETT& SON
Wholesale and
Rktail
MERCHANTS;

Jobbers and Dealers
in Staple and Fancy

AND

PROVISIONS
CIGARS

and TOBACCO.
(100 DS,

DRY

CLOTHING,
HOOTS and SHOKS,
HATS and CAPS,

NOTIONS

&c.

the Largest

Carry

STOCK Oi GROCERIES

in Southern New Mexico.

Ihiy in Carload Lots and
will not be undersold.

Only the freshest, best

and choicest brands
of all goods.

Special

attention

given to Mail Orders.
SILVER

CITY NATIONAL

HANK

BLOCK,

Broadway, Milliard
Texas Streets,

SILVER CITY.N.

The

and
M.

Finest Retail

Grocery in the West.
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sleep cold, as Hinman has just
Isaac Siggins, the well known rancha large assortment of those man of Pry creek, Mrs. S. E. Parker, of
Pownaline Comforts. At from Í2.50 to Pennsylvania and Misses Mary and

Pon't

PALAVER.

reciuved

$4. each.
Justina Siiruins came in from the ranch
Monlion of People You Do and Do
Miss Janie Trevarrow, of Pinos Altos on Saturday, where the ladies have been
Not Know.
is attending the public school Miss visitim? Mr. Sitruins and left on Mon
Koehler'8 room in this city. She is day for a month's pleasure trip to the
staying at Judge Bantz's.
City of Mexico.
Other Interesting Mutter Whlrli (an He
& Co. have just received a full
Neff
P.
Keail With I'roflt lly All Our
Nicely furnished rooips to rent in a
line of fine Candies, Oranges, Ketnons,
Mrs. John F.
Townspeople.
Nuts, etc. at their Crockery store on desirable location, at street, north of
Kilbiim's on Texas
Bullard street.
Market street.
Paul Brahm, son of William Bralim,
Frank Stephens, James Climo and
T. F. Pegg, of liicolite is in town.
of this city, a student at the Marina-duk- e
Henry Stanley of Pinos Altos, Agriculmilitary school at Sweet Springs,
Fresh randies every day at Martin
tural college students returned to Las
Missouri is a "star" cadet of the school
Maher's.
Cruces on Sunday to resume their stud
George Sibile, of Georgetown w an in and well up in his classes, his average ies. Mr. Stanley stands at the head of
being over ninety.
town on Friday.
his classes and Grant county will no
Go's,
Neff
and
crockery
D.
Go
store
to
Best Kansas patent flour for sale at
doubt carry off the highest honors when
and get a guess at the big five foot canMartin .uatier s.
dle, with each 50c purchase. First prize the class of 1804 graduate.
A. Heals, the Deming merchant was in 12 piece toilet set, second prize china set.
Resolution of Tlmnk.
town on Monday.
Rodney G. Clarke, of the Peming
Refill veil th i. the thanks of the Silver
James Mattocks of Georgetown was in Headlight has been in town since Sun- City social club are hereby tendered to
the city on Saturday.
day. Whether it was Rodney's persua- Mr. A. 15. Laird lor so generously conDon't read your neighbor's paper hut sive eloquence, or Walton's classic tributing to the success of the Children's
on
suhscrilie for The Eaui.e.
beauty that influenced the board in the masquerade bjl, given by this club at
New Year's day, in the engagement
Judge G. P. Buntz is still absent visit- apiointmcnt of a county printer has not his own expense of musicians to play at
yet been developed.
Baxtkk Bishop,
ing relatives in St. Louis.
said ball.
Secretary.
of
in
the
need
in
When
anything
J. M. Harper, of the middle Gila valcall
line
on
Crockery
P.
or
Glassware
ley was in town on Monday.
on Page 13.)
(Aililltlonnl
Neff & Co., a complete line to select
the Silver social club will give a from, anil price to suit the times, liul- lard Street
next do.jr to K neutle g's.
dance on Friday, January 10.
&
Mrs.
C.
H.
Minson and daughter
Miss Lida Mcintosh is visiting her
Rosa have been quite sick at their home
father mid friends at Mogollón.
Dealt i' in
Our stoves have arrived, Coin and in Happy Valley, for the past week.
Mrs. Shine, of Kordsbtirg, who has been
' them.
M. W. Nel.'.
Bees, Butter, Tobacco,
visiting
her mother, Mrs. Munsou, still
Judge K. (). Barrett, of l'iuos Alios
' in town on legal business on Mon-da- remains with her because of her illness. Cigars, Fruits & Vegetables.
.

I.im-h- I

Graham, of Hudson's
Springs sanitnritiin was in thecitv
day.
A.

The Post

1!.

Miss Daisy

VoIford, of Kone

Hut
Mon-

M

-

tain is attending the Normal school in
this city.
Bring your job work to Tun Kaui.k office. It will bedone neatly, promptly and
at reasonable rates.
Commissioner A. J. Clark came up
from Denting on Sunday to attend a
meeting of the lioard.
Mrs. T. Stephens ami Mrs. II. II.
Stanley, were down from 1'inos Altos on
a business mission on Monday.
A full line oi children's ladies' and
gents' shoes in stock, at lowest prices,
at ltorenstein Bros.' Ten cent store.
A. P. Boss and family left for Kos
Angeles, California, on yesterday's train
where they will reside for some time.
The Silver City Ancient Order of
United Workman, have reduced inflation fees to $7.."0 for the next ninety
days.
George R. Brown, who was so badly
injured 'in an accident to the .Mogollón
stage several weeks ago has come in from
Alma and is slowly recovering at his
home in this citv.

Whitehill

Biggs

i

OIHee

Stn'.

Bullard Street,

Anil now my friends.
As often before,
I will cull your attention
To the Emporium once mure.
And tell you of notions
And things galore.
Which ure stored In profusion
At the postomre store.

And

I

think

It

Silver City, N. N.

Typewriters

liest.

You call and see
My bran new slnek
Of choice cutleree,
With handles of peni I
And handles of horn.
The greatest of bargains
Since you were burn
And I'm unite sure
That you will feel.
When you see their polish,
Their blades of steel
A

bargain you've got.

And then, unen more.
You will cull Main
At the postónica store.
Cigars, pipes and tobacco
Oranges, Lemons and sucli,
The Freshest of candles
And the price Is'nt much.
A full Hue of poroldleals.
And what not.
Most everything under
The sun I've got,
And what I hav'nt
I'll Ret It you know.
So just call and see me
At the iiostolllre sto'.

HAMMOND.
UAH-LOC-

AM)

K

DENSMOllE.
NEW.

nK.LlVK.UF.il AN YWt'.F.UK.
SKl'oNM H.M. ?.j Til

$100,

Typewriters r'lrilreil: oi l "rielilnes taken
lln trade fur new typewriters or bleycles.
Full line of supplies. I.yerytMng guaranteed
i

uy us.

PINXKY

llAXTKR HlSIIOP.

I'lop.

&

lllcycles. Typewriter
at N. Second Ave.

F.staiilisaed

I

i.

KOIHXSOX.
,

a id

I'lioio Stuek.

I'lltKMV AlilZUNA.
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Model Modern Grocery Store.

Gillett & Son are now established in
tlie Silver City National bunk block, occupying the entire ground fioor, excepting the bank quartern on the comer of
Droadway and Dullard street, with entrances on Dullard and Texan streets
and on Broadway.
At the Dullard Htreet entrance in their
large stock of dry goods, clothing, boots
and shoe, Ac. of which department Mr.
D. Kosenfeld, a popular nalesman who in
known to nearly everybody in Grant
County has charge. This store room extends through from Dullard to Texas
Htreet, having a width of 30 feet and a
depth of 150 feet, with an area connect-i- t
with a Broadway entrance 6ó feet
from the front, which is 12 by 2."
feet. In front, of this area the whole
space is devoted to the dry goods department. In the rear of it is the wholesale grocery warehouse and the immense cellar under the storeroom is also
utilized for storing goods, which is connected with the storeroom by an elevator.
At the Texas street doorway a raised
sidewalk, of even height of the delivery
Hoat has been built to facilitate the
handling of goods and an incline constructed upon which good are readily
moved with trucks in either receiving or
in delivery. Freight wagons to supply
the immense jobbing trade of this firm
are loaded at the Texas Btreet door.
The new addition to the bank building
on Broadway and Texas street, having a
frontage of 75 leet on Broadway and a
depth of 20 feet on Texas street is occupied by the retail grocery department
and office and is without doubt, the finest and most perfectly arranged grocery
store room in the went.
The whole front on Droadwav is prac
tically of glass there being only the
columns between the doors and windows
and the necessary casings of other material. There are three entrances
through large double doors on Droadway
and five large show windows on the
same street, with the Texas street corner
of glass on either side, in which corner
is located the ollice of this great establishment, of which Jainca V. Gillett,
the junior member of the firm is the
manager, and who can always be found
at his desk giving his personal attention
to every detail of the business.
A brick wall divides this storeroom
from the wholesale department the entire length of the room and with which
it is connected by a single doorway, the
remainder of the wall space being utilized
in shelving with counters in front. Under these counters are the latest inventions in bins and other receptacles for
the convenient handling of groceries,
while on the shelves are displayed all
the standard brands of canned and package goods. Between the counters and
the front are tables laden with goods.

B
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while great pyramids arise in the show
windows. The most perfect ci'ar show
case with the latest moisture attachments
occupies a prominent place on the floor,
in which is displayed the finest stock of
such goods ever brought to Silver City.
This firm buys goods in carload lots,
only, and supply local dealers in this
section, including the town with good
upon as good terms as they can buy in
Kansas City or St. Louis.
Because of ill health, H. S. Gillett the
founder of this great merchandise house,
has not given the business his personal
attention for some years, but has given
his son James W. Gillett full control,
and the leading position which the firm
has reached has demonstra' eil the wisdom nf entrusting the management to
him. There arc but few equals of .lames
W. Gillett in the busy marls oi trade
and few men whose names are accepted
as guarantees of business integrity more
readily than his. Me is at the same
time a libdral and public spirited citizen
always ready to contribute to the advancement and development of the
county. For some ye ir lie h.H Ii.vmi a
mum Iter of the city council.
The employes of tnis popular bouse
are John 11. Gillett. Will F. Gillett.
,..,,
Arthur Loosely, H. L. Potson,
.
Casey, D. Uoseufeld and Leo
Max Miller having the con'raet for city
delivery of goods sold.
Attention is called to the column advertisement of Gillett & Son on another

press the

truth.

In addition to the local band engaged
by the club to provide music, A. D.
Laird engaged the band of Mexican
musicians from El Paso to play at the
dance, as his donation to the success of
the ball. In this way there was no cessation of music and no waste of time to
those dancing.
Within a few weeks the club will give
another Children's partvnoten mask)
and that it will be a success is already
assured.

Broadway Hotel
This Favorite Hotel has
been completely refitted
and is iirst class in
every particular.
Sample Room in Connection.

A.

Abraham,
I'roprit'oit.

ROADWAY RESTAURANT.

HoM-i.leld-

Under Broadway Hotel.

Everything New and ElofMiit.

Meals at all hours, day and

page of Tim Kaih.b.

night.

love
My comely,
Today is just as fair to me
As when we roamed, with stars aliove,
g
Along the
sea;
My arm would seek her pliant waist
And linger there in honeyed bliss;
And 0, 'twas paradise to taste
The nectar of the twilight kiss!
secret-keepin-

We're lovers still, just as of old,
But ah a shadow's come lietween;
She does not deem me overlaid
And beats her heart for me, I ween.
I try to reach her melting lips.
But cannot; this my spirit grieves.

Oysters, fish and game in season.

The best meals in the city.
Jim On,
Chef and Manager.

Elephant Corral
and
Feed Stables,

!

The fashions all tny love eclipse
I can't get near her for her sleeves!

Truth.
The Children' Manqueraile.
The little folks of Silver City will long
remember the great event of New Year's
the masquerade ball given
day, 18
specially for them by the Silver City
social club. By actual count ll7 children were admitted and participated in
the dance, and HS2 adults paid for seats
in the gallery.
Dancing was

II. Rowi.kk, Proprietor.
Dealer in Hay and Grain.
Free Stable room for Freighters.
Tills popular Corral, repaired and rebuilt, is Ix'lter fitted tun ever to aeeonimo-ilnt- e
the public.
Special Inducements to the I'relillitltiK

trade.

Wm. F. Lorenz,
FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE.
Notary I'l'iii.ic.
Omce at
SIVLER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
I'ost-oftte- e.

indulged in by the
children and members of the club WANTED-A- N
assisting h nn from 2 o'clock to '. a id thing to patent? Protect your Ideas; they may
bring you wealth. Write JOHN WKDUER- tosay ha t. ehapp.. liLleo. e li orou
HIT WW API
I'.lnnt lllnrn. WMnotnn
exD. 0.. for their l,80u prise otter.
lv enjoyed it would lie to but feebly

IDEAr.ftft

.
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1'ixlor the Mistletoe,

Hi.
"I

looked with love and longing
As she stood by the firelight glow,
In all her sweet unconsciousness,

Under the mistletoe.
Oh, how I longed to kiss her!
But I really did not dare,
For though she is awfully jolly,
See's proud as she is fair."

SHE.

"I almost dared

him to kiss me,

I stood by the firelight's glow,
And waited for full two rninuUs,
Under the mistletoe.
As

I always know he was stupid,
But stupid as that oh, my '
If all the men were just like him,
Wouldn't life lie t'ry!"
DoinliiK'K new

1'ontmlHtreM.

Telegraphic news was received from
Washington Monday evening announc-irig'th- e
selection by President Cleveland
of Mrs. J. B. Hodgdon as postmistress
for this place, her name having been
sent to the senate on that day.
Mrs. Hodgdon served under President
Cleveland's former administration and
proved herself an efficient, accommodating official, so that her appointment
gives entire satisfaction. During her
former term, the IemingpostoffieeBiond
among the very best in the territory,
ami mis tact coupled with her p.-.i d
jKjjmlarity was a strong recommendation for her selection this time. She
will assume charge as soon as the
and preliminaries are arranged.
Postmaster J. P. Byron, the retiring
official, now ends his second term, and
has given universal satisfaction to the
people here as well as the department in
Washington.
He has been obi
painstaking, and competent and will retire with the thanks of every person for
his thorough conduct of the office.
The location of the office under the
new administration has not yet been decided upon. Deming Headlight.
A

Chlmme.Aiuwrlviin

Dudriy,

Leu Sam, the well known Chinese merchant of Silver City, several years ago
renounced his allegiance to the Emperor
of the land of his birth and declared his
intention to become a citizen of the

great American republic. In the fulness of time, while- - judge MeTie was on
tho bench, he was granted final papers
of naturalization, since which hu has
proudly claimed the rights of citizenship
never failing to vo!e at parly primary
or election and served his country in the
jury box.
Two or three years ago realizing that

JAXOIU

It,

c.

!.

ican citizenship when his spouse presentThe ChicHgo Lady Quartette, who gave
ed. Iiim with a daughter, whose features a very fine entertainment here two years
are of the highest type of beauty of the ago, will appear at Morrill opera bouse
Andalusian and Mogolian races.
January 28th and 29th under the aus- pices of the Episcopal church society.
A Gentlemen'
Club.
Don't fail to hear them. Reserved seats

Under the nameof the "Virginia Club'

at Porterfield's.

$1,

a number of gentlemen have organized
and will reside in metropolitan luxury

How it Acts.
Lightning
After using Dru.inmond's
Remedy for Rheumatism, according to
directions, for ten days, Mr. John W.
Boyenton.of Hampton, Ya., writes that
he can walk and atiend In .business,
This
which he could not do
Remedy has a remarkable record of
cures not only relieving pain, but restoring all the functions of the crippled
limbs. If you want a cure, send f" to
the Drtiinniond Medicine Co,, 48 Maid.
The K. F, Hull hiiiI llxnqiM-ten Lane, New York, and they will ship
Few as enjoyable parties have been to your express address two large bottles
given in Silver City as the Knights of of their remedy, with full directions for
Agents Wanted.
Pythias ball at Neweomb hall, on New use.
Year's eve. Over two hundred invited
guests participated and happily danced
E. E. GANDARA.
the old year out, and in the midst of
pleasurable excitement greeted the com- (OLI) AND SlLVKlíSMITH.
ing of the New Year. The Knights of
Pythias are noted for success in
Repairing
g Jewelry Made to Order
at a dance and banquet and the
Neatly Done.
event of New Year's eve was one of their

in club quarters. Having secured the
residence of Mrs. Mary E. Bailey, which
is sumptuously furnished and the club
will secure the services of a first class
clef to take charge of the cuisine. The
membership will be limited to ten. The
club take oossession and open their
rooms tomorrow night.

enter-tainin-

liest.

PRICES REDUCED.
the Satisfaction Uunrantced.

It has always been customary for
railroads, through some official, to send
out a noi ice alsjut th beginning of the
holidays extending the limit of all annual passes to January 15ih. This was
done so that holders of passes would not
have to pay their fare, if they wanted to
take a ride before the new year's pass
reached them. This time, the pass
holders looked for the usual
extension, but it did not i :mc. ami mini v
of them have already reached me c in
clusion that they are to be left, witlioui
transportation this year, iiulcst they
put up the cadi. 0,'tic.
Born
1896, to

Viinklu St. SllverCltv. N. M.

J. SMITH

L.

General Repair Shop.
linns and Revolvers

Bicycles,

Promptly Rcpnirt'd.
Kates Uwisciniililt'.
Yimkle H. Sllve

(llty. X.

M.

Fargo's $2.50

In Silver Citv, on January 1,
the wiie of Richard W. Urahe, a

son.
Mother and sonare getting a ting nicely ami Dick's inimitable .i,ui.. .vili probably last him through the ear. When
greeted with "Wi-- h you a happy
his response "Y'es, ves, so it is,
the same to yon," w as peculiarly expressive.
Dick now holds uv. pairs two
kings
Isiy- ami two q men
(girls),
which is a good big liiu.d tu draw to.
New-Year,-

are the officers of th
this city iiiMall.d
last Saturday night: A. (. IIjhI, .M. V
R. W. (iralie, Foreman; H. L. Ditson.
Overseer; Si. George Robinson, Recorder; J. M. Fritter, Firantier.
Tiie

f ill

A. O. U. W. lodge of

James L. Ridgely Encampment No 1
"it is not good for man to be aim v' w will install the following officers, tonight ;
took unto himself a wile from amo..; the St. Geo. Robinson, C. I'.; C. U. 11 til
darkeyed maidens of the native race and Scribe; L. II. Uowleu. Ti'e.iniiMr; V.
t
last week lie reached the acme of Amer- - Hood, S.
; J. K. Harvey,' J. W.

...Shoes...
C. H. FARGO 4 CO. mfm.
i

j
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DEMOCRATS

IN COUNCIL.

The Territorial Committee Will Hold
a Meeting.
Meeting of the Board of Penitentiary
Coiuniiimiuueri and Board of
Equalization,

Santa Fb, Jan. 6. Last week there
were a good many strangers in the territorial capital. A meeting of the board
of penitentiary commissioners was held
and the regular meeting of the territorial hoard of equalization. The meeting
of the board of equalization brought to
Santa Fe the representatives of most of
the corporations doing business in the
territory which have to pay taxes on a
great deal of property. Of course the
railroads are the heaviest taxpayers and
they wereably represented. Adjourned
last Saturday until August.
The board of penitentiary commissioners had an important meeting and considerable business was transacted. The
new electric light plant is doing very
satisfactory work and the electric lights
at the penitentiary are very much better than those furnished by the electric
light company in this city. A committee of members of the board was appointed to confer with the eapitol rebuilding
board in the matter of the erection of a
new eapitol building and the employment of convict labor on the new structure. The walls of the old building have
been nearly all torn down and in a few
days that work will have been entirely
completed.
Convict Reynolds, who was sent up
from Grant county for murder several
years ago, havingcompleted his sentence
was released from the penitentiary last
week.
He was sentenced about the
same time that Davis, the commutation
of whose sentence has caused so much
comment, was convicted of the murder
of Fox at Pinos Altos.
Richard Hudson, A. 15. Laird and D.
C. Hohart were here from Grant county
last week. Col. Hudson came up to attend the meeting of the board of penitentiary commissioners and will return
in aliout ten days on business connected
with the penitentiary. Collector Laird
came up to transact some business with
the territorial auditor and to gee the latest political gossip. Mr. Hohart came
up to attend the meeting of the board of
equalization of which he is the secretary.
The position which he holds on the
board require close attention and he
spent link- - time with the politicians.
George Curry, clerk of the court of the
fifth judicial district, was heie from Socorro last weik. lie is a iiumhIht nf the
territorial democratic commitiue unit is
in favor of having a meeting of I he nun
in tue railed ammt the lira of next
month. He sxike very
1

8, 1896.
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concerning democratic prospects in sev
eral of the counties in the southern part
of the territory and said that better
might be expected of Socorro
this fall than had been realized
down there recently. He said that the
people down there were solid for state-- !
hood and that the democrats would
rather suffer an injustice in the matter
of the apportionment of the delegates to
the constitutional convention than to
miss this opportunity for New Mexico
to get into the union.
It is reported that Chairman Crist, of
territorial democratic committee,
will resign his position at the coming
meeting of the committee and democrat
are already licginiiing to look arom
a suitable man for his successor. (J'ii
a number of prominent democrats have
been spoken of in this connect ion,
the number being V. S. Hopew
Sierra; George Curry, of Socorro
Fergusson; of Bernalillo, J. W. Fleming,
of Grant ami Secretary Miller ami (en.
Easley, ef Santa Fe, any one of whom
would fill the position acceptably.
Next Monday is the day fixed ly stat-- .
uto for the meeting of the bureau of i m- migration and Max Frost, who has lieen
acting as secretary of the board, has sent
out notifications to the members of I he
board to attend. The meeting w ill be
an important one and a full atiemhinee
is expected.
The ladies of Santa Fe have success-- !
fully inaugurated a library reading room
in the building formerly occupied by the
military band. More than a hundred
volumes were donated to the library in
one evening by the people of Santa Fe
and the undertaking will undoubtedly
prove of great benefit.
The weather clerk must have turned
over a new leaf with the new year as
the weather here since the beginning of
the year has lieen much milder than it
was during the months of November
and December. The snow has lieen
melting considerably within the pant
four or five days in and about town, hut
the mountains are still covered with a
mantle of white.
A representative of the Atchison, To- peka and Santa Fe railway has Wn

here for several days getting data for a
publication soon to be ipsued by the
inter-thinconiDany describing 'he points of
est along the line from Chicago to
fomia. New Mexico will receive" its
share of attention and will doubtless he
very much benefitted by the publication.
The resorts of the territory will receive
special attention and the result will be
not only aii increase of traffic for the
Santa Fe hut an influx of invalids to
New Mexico to avail themselves of the
health giving properties of our climate.
e
The principal points of the territory,
eluding Sliver City, will be visited ami
the merits of each place will be fully
Bt,t forth.
gs
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must feel proud of them.
seriously charged that heisopposed
It seems as though the president to statehood. On the contrary it
Published every Wednesduy Morning by would discover eventually that his is reasonable to suppose that, as he
financial policy is all wrong. It has large personal interests in the
A. J. LOOMIS.
do his utmost to
Entered ut the postoffloe lit Silver City, hardly seems possible that a man territory, he will
N. M for trunsmlssloit through the uiulls at of
ordinary intelligence would cling secure the passage of a gtatehood
second clung rates.
to a policy which has resulted so bill, but his apportionment clearly
Office on Yanklo Stroet between Texas and
Arizona Streets.
disastrously, yet he has given the shows that he is anxious to seoure
Advertising Hates on Application.
fair weather patriots who have de- control of the constitutional conSubscription Rutes, Postage Prepaid!
One year
.
.
What his purpose is re$.oo nounced him so vigorously, a chance vention.
Six months
i.uu
.
Three months
.50 to turn a few honest
millions by mains to be seen. Meanwhile the
taking another issue of government democrats of the territory will work
SILVER CITV, N. M.. JANUARY R. WW.
bonds. As long as the.e fellows earnestly for. statehood and give
Bilver
can make from ten to thirty mil Delegate Catron all the aid possi.MX
Lead
.8.00
lions a year out of the president's ble. We want statehood a"d if we
financial policy they will shout for cannot get it except it be coupled
FAÍR WEATHER PATRIOTS.
The patriotism of the gold bugs Grover Cleveland, the gold bug, but with an apportionment which will
of the delegates
of the city of New York has been when it comes to shouting for Gro give fully
ver
the
Cleveland,
patriot, they will to the constitutional convention to
tried and it has been fonnd ''wanting. When President Cleveland stop to consider whether they will the republicans, let us take it on
We can fight
sent his message on the Venezuelan be losers by the action and if there that condition.
be
a
loss
of
make New
probability
and
still
will
odds
they
against
question to congress his action was
pass
Grover Cleveland, the patriot, Mexico a democratic state,
applauded from the Atlantic to the
They are
Pacific and from the gulf to the Dy on me otner siae.
to
surrender
ready
the
hon
nation's
great lakes. The people' were enAt the rate the administration
few
or
for
a
and
dollars
are held in has been selling bonds it will not
thusiastic.
The true American
spirit had asserted itself through ine "nPremest contempt by all true be long before the bonded indebtedthe president and everybody over- - AmericanB- M the secretary of the ness of the United States will be
treasury wuld summon upcourage as large as it was at the close of the
flowed with patriotism.
Then the money changers set to eriPh to pay demands against the war. The way to stop the gold exwork. Stocks tumbled and some BuveruiHem wniun are payaoie in ports has been pointed out to the
of the patriots for revenue only be- coin, in silver coin thee fellows advocates of the single standard
gan to think that a war with ling-lan- d would go into a series of convul who are in power at Washington,
would be a terrible
thing, sions from which it is doubtful but they are as yet, nnable to see
that it could not be thought of for whether they would ever recover, the point. They are perfectly willan instant. Then these fair weath- It would wound their tender hearts ing to keep on issuing more bonds
er patriots called a meeting and re- more than a war between this coun so that the people of the country
solved that there could be no war try and England and would cause will have the opportunity o" p tyand that President Cleveland made them to say all manner of naughty ing more interest in gold.
The
a huge mistake íd sending such a things about the secretary of the way to stop all this at once is to
message as he did to congress. treasury who had the courage to pass a free coinage bill and pay the
They were the same fellows who pay the debts of the government obligations of the government in
have been saying all along that according to agreement, in coin coin according to agreement. The
Cleveland is all right on the finan- These fair weather patriots ough English and German holders of our
cial question. Of course he is all to be embalmed and the sooner the securities would not be long in comright so long as he issues gold bonds better.
ing to the conclusion that it would
so that the Shylocks of Wall street
Catroii's apportionment in his be to their interest to see that the
can bleed the country. They have statehood bill has awakened the silver dollar was maintain id at par
been patting the president on the voters of the territory to a realizing with the gold dollar and they would
back, but as soon as he asserts the sense of danger. The republican be financially interested in bringrights of this country and the mass- now begin to see that Mr. Catron ing it about.
es of the American people come to is either an enemy to statehood or
his support almost to a man, these that he is not willing to take equa
Thk prospect of defeat in the nafellows whom he has been favoring cnances with the democrats
in tional election this year is making
by the adoption of a ruinous finan- electing the delegates to the consti some of the republican editors of
cial policy which is continually tutional convention. As it would the territory
The
very crusty
placing us more under dictatorship undoubtedly be to Catron's person- prospect of being the under dog for
of England, desert him and de- al interest to have New Mexico ad- four years
more is exceedingly disnounce his action. The- - president mitted as a state, it can hardly be tasteful to them.
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THE EAULK:

Gold has been at a premium for
some days in New York and the
groat financiers in the treasury department are beginning to fear that
after all the treasury will not be
much the gainer in the yellow metal by the sale of the present issue
of bonds. The syndicate are offering a premium for gold and this
will induce others to draw gold
from the treasury and sell it to the
members of the syndicate. Here
is another "endless chain" drawing
out gold. Better pass a free silver
bilí and end the financial trouble.

The

w.-.-r

scare is passing away

so rapidly

that it may have very

little influence on the financial
uation.

sit-

Had the scare continued

for any considerable period of time
or had there been an actual declaration of hostilities, there would have-beea speedy solution of the silver
question. A free coinage law would
have been passed and the great
commercial nations of Europe would
have been forced to recognize silver
and the Monroe doctrine at the
game time. They will have to recognize both yet.

Nkxt week the place and date
for holding

the next democratic
national convention will be selcct-anit seems to be the desire of
many of the leading democrats of
New Mexico to have a meeting of
the territorial democratic committee
to choose the time and place for the
territorial convention to elect delegates to the national convention in
the near future. Jf Silver City
wants the territorial convention,
now is the time to let it be known.
d
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Spain- - is

not crushing out the
rebellion in Cuba so effectually as
the Spanish general who was sent
there predicted a few months ago.
Then it was said that the insurrection would last but a few weeks and
now the Spanish troops are preparing to defend the city of Havana.
European soldiers have never done
very effective work on this continent.

18l.
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Never mind the "ear marks," Mr.
Optic. For a long time the ear marks
of the postniHHter of East Las Vegas,
by the grace of Grover Cleveland, have
been discernible in the columns of the
Optic, but he would hardly acknowledge
responsibility for the editorials in that
republican paper. A. J. Loom is is the
editor and proprietor of Thr Eaolk and
writes all political editorials and is, also,
responsible for all that appears in its
columns, including the work of the
"hired man."

There is a stringent law against disRt'ssiA would like to see England
turbing
public worship in New Mexico,
get into a war with the United
ami if the young men who defied the
States. The American eagle and
minister at the Methodist church, when
the Russian bear are on very good h- - called their attention to their disturterms and the bear might beexpet-e- d bance repeat their offense, they will
to growl just about the time the probably fall into the hands of an officer
of
eagle commenced to scream. Be- and lie prosecuted to the full extent
law.
the
tween them both the British lion
would be in a mighty serious pre
Late Literary Note.
dicament .
It is dillicnlt to predict the future work
The national democratic committee in the magazine Held. No one would
will meet at Washington January 1(1, have conceived, ten years ago, that a
magazine would ever
189ft, in order to select a place (or the
contemplate the use of the expensive
meeting of the next convention and to lithographic progress in printing. Ilut
pass, on such mutter an may come
a ten cent magazine has put in a large
them. Much to his regret lion II. anil complete lithographic plant .villi
the avowed purpose of furnishing a cerI!. Fergusson of thin city, who if a memevery month.
tain amount of color-worber of the national eommitlee from New
The first result is the reproduction of a
Mexico, will not he able to intend. Mr. water color, drawn by Kossi for The CosFerguson in speaking of the matter mopolitan, and redrawn upon stone by
saul: "It is with the greatest, regret The CosmoK)litan lithographic artists,
and printed upon The Cosmoolitan
that I am compelled to eay that owing lithographic presses. Work upon even
to the unavoidable clash of business I a more extended scale ;s promised for
will not be able to attend the meeting the January numlier.
of the national democratic committee.
At that time, the lH'h instant, I will lie
Good Kmuli.
Do Vim U'nnt
compelled to attend court in Lincoln
A first c'ass ranch in the vicinity of
county, several important cases coming Aztec San Juan Co., N. M., offered at a
on for trial in which our law firm is rep bargain. Farm tools and stock included,
' If you
resented, and with which I alone am Sheep taken as part payment.
Tun Eaoi.r, Silver City.
business,
mean
personally familiar. I have turned over N. M., is prepared to give you a bargain.
my proxy to Allen W. Thurman of Ohio, Write now forparticulars.
with the
w ho is thoroughly in accord
sentiment of the democracy of New MexAGENTS loioilolt
ico on the financial question, and who
orden by sample lor our
will give us excellent representation. I
Wool Pint! to order $3.
did not bind Mr. Thurman down as to
" Suit. ." " $18.
" ,$12.
" Overcoat
voting for any particular city for holding
Big Inducement totht
the convention, except, that I instructed
right parties. Audreaa
him not to vote for New York, as 1 desired that the convention be held in
GUARANTEE TAILORING Co
city." AHiuquer pie
western
some
Grand St.. N. T.
thirty-tive-ee-

.
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k

("fila!
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Utah has been admitted to the
union and New Mexico is still out
in the cold. Had the prediction
been made twenty years ago that
Utah would beat New Mexico into
the union, nobody would have believed it.

Democrat.
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PLEASE

I desire to inform you that having purchased the stock, fixture
Mr. J. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue the
of
etc.
in gold last year and the state business at the same place.
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
is still solid for silver. This is a
I make a SPECIALTY .f FINE WATCH REPAIRING and wil.
enrt f( tViinrr flint. th inihl Imira (if
,
a trial and will guarantee satisfac
ainireeiato
i
.
m
...
.
mi
tne east uo noi uhucimuiiiu.
iuey
Yerv Trill V
do not see how gold producers can
I
R
favor the free coinage of silver.

Colorado, produced over

$17,000,-00- 0
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How the Red Man Expresses Himself in Our Tongue.
Observation!

on tn

Pe-

culiar Speech of the Western
Some Queer
structions.

Con-

Lieut. Grote Hutchcson,
to (en. Coppingcr, íb in receipt of a
highly interesting letter from one of
his brother cflieers now in camp at Fort
Hall ugency, Idaho, the home of the Indians who were mixed up in the
recent Jackson's Hole trouble. The
letter is interesting because it has
nothing to suy of Jackson's Hole,
Instead, it deals
which is a relief.
largely with conditions at Fort Hall
from the standpoint of a student of
ethnology.
"I am taken," says the writer, whose
name Lieut. Ilutcheson does not feel at
liberty to mention, "with the speech of
the Indians in their communications
with the whites. Having little to occupy time, I have bothered to look into
the origin of the kind of language
which I hear used by Indians and
traders in their talk with one another.
It suggests the slang of the Bowery,
being a purely artificial adjunct to both
the Indian and the English language.
It suggests, too, the baby talk of young
mothers, who insist on placing verbs
where nouns should be, and who prefer
mixing up their first, second and third
persons to taking them straight. For
instance, there is the word 'mebbe.'
At first I thought this to be a sort of.
corruption of- may be, meaning perhaps, or used in a doubting way. This
is not true. The Indian and the white
in conversation use 'mebbe' as an affirmative. 'Mebbe get wagon' is the
strongest way of declaring that you
'You eat mebbe'
will get a wagon.
brings delight to the Indian, for that is
a promise of giving him food, a promise
which mny by no means be evaded. A
white man. too, in conversing with an
Indian, when the Indian will converse,
and when he knows even this patois, injects 'mebbe' into his talk at every
fourth word. or. if he gets excited, he
puis it in at the third.
"There is no pronoun in the mixed
vocabulary of the reservation.
The
words 'white man' and 'Injun' will fill
in for all the persons and all the cases,
too, by the way. Somebody will write
grammar some day,
an Indian-Englis- h
and it will be comprised in less than a
hundred words. Simplicity lakes the
place of explicitness. I am bound to say,
and sometimes you have to use a carefully-trained
ear to know whether it is
a threat, a command or o promise, or a
request that is being flung at you.
Mood is unknown in the grammar of
the Bannock.
"I discover that the English language
of Fennimore Cooper and Oil Coomes
are nonexistent. I have dug profoundly
into the 'Ugh' and the three-wor- d
sentences of the novelist, and I fr.d they
1.1
fnslilon. If von
rut

r'

FREE! FREE!

getting an Indian to talk to you at all
he will not shut off with three words

INDIAN ENGLISH.

A Mllltlaman'a

:"'-,(- ,

ending in an exclamation
point.
Neither will he use the expression 'pale
face.' No
Indian says
'pale face' now.
"Altogether the language is a study
worth attention. Seriously, I imagino
a text book could be compiled which
would really result in a great good for
the government in bringing the Indians
to something like civilized habits. As
it is, the instruction is based on the
same conditions as prevail in the English language and with English-speakin- g
persons. This does not fit the Lilian. His language is simplicity itself, and there are no twists of case,
lense or the like. As totense, one illustration will show. Take the word 'Co.'
We have it 'go, went, gone, going, will
,To,' while the Indian puts in two caties,
'go' and 'was go.' If he wishes to make
it a future tense he simply puts in the
rpecific time, as 'He go
mebbe,' which to my mind is quite expressive of the idea. I seriousty believe attention might be called to this situation among scholastic men nnd perhaps
we would be uble to get along without
rascally and incompetent interpreters.
One hundred words would be a good
vocabulary."
Council
Bluffs Nonpareil.
Lions and Iltood Poisoning.
The lion does not appear to possess
the wariness of a tiger. He will dasli
Into a tied-u- p
bait in the most headstrong manner, heedless of the hunter
seated behind a screen of bushes, v. huso
presence with his keen powers of smell,
he cannot fail to detect. From what 1
have heard and seen of his habits I
should say he was a bolder animal than
the tiger, but by that I do not mean n
more dangerous one. In one respect,
perhaps, he is less dangerous than
either tiger or panther, for I am inclined to think it is not to much hi:;
habit to feed on putrid flesh ns either
of the two latter, and consequently dor.-g
not kill by
after mauling his foe so often ns the other two do.
Of late years, tüicc Africa has become
more accessible o sportsmen, one hears
frequently of lions gettinglhcbestof it
and leaving their adven-nrfairly well
mangled, but in nearly nil the coses I
have heard of the mauled man recovers,
whereas in India, as surely ns the hot
t,
fieason and its
ti,cr
shooting, come around, tiger nr.d panther score several deaths, usually by
consequent to n maul- ing received from one of the two.
Scribner's Magazine.
i

blood-poisonin-
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To all our subscribers
who pay a year in advance,
we will send

FREE
S1AIDARD

AMERICA'S

HEAI-BOO-
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Encyclopedia
Bigger and Better

Than Ever Before.
584 PAGES.
1,500 TOPICS.
Tells Everything Yon Want
to Know When You
Want to Know

,A VERITABLE

It.

CYCLOPEDIA
FACTS.
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blood-poisoni-

An Invaluable and Unrivalled

Polltloal and Popular
Hand-Boo-

All indications agree that less than
ten miles below us a red heat is attained and within 20 a white heat. Ten
miles above us we have the pitiless

cold, far below zero, of interplanetary
space. To what a narrow zone of
temperature is life confined.

Taking the whole land surface of
the globe into consideration, there are
'..'J'ü acres for each inhabitant of this
I'liinet.

k.
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ariuie's statements
of Secretary
i rittcined Wage In silver and Uold
onntries.
When Mr. Carlisle was making
speeches in Kentucky, he said among
other things:
"1. There is not a free coinage coun- try in the world
that is not on
a silver basis.
"2. There is not a gold standard coun- try in the world y
that does not
silver money along with gold.
"3. There is not a silver standard
y
country in the world
that uses
any gold along with silver.
"4. There is no silver standard coun- try in the world y
that has more
d
of the circulation per
than
capita that the United States has.
"5. There is not a silver standard
where the
in the world y
man receives fair pay for a
fair day's work.''
These utterances have been hailed
press as Infallible, and
the gold-bu- g
although they have been answered by
the bimetallic papers repeatedly, yet
like Banquo's ghost, they are ever re- appearing.
There are five propositions, and they
canrot of course be all answered in de- tail in one newspaper article. Let us
consider the fifth first, as it is really
the most important, because if it is
true that the laborer does not receive
fair day's pay for a fair day's work
in countries where silver is coined free
then he should be opposed to bimetal- strenuously; If on the contrary,
be gets better wages in free silver
countries, then he should favor the
general use of silver.
If Mr. Carlisle's proposition is true,
presumably the reverse of it is also
true, and fair wages are paid in gold
countries, because obviously if fair
are paid the kind of money is of
no importance to the laborer.
To begin with, when this question is
considered, it is well to notice that '
wages have always been very low in
Asia, and that if they are low now, yet
they are higher than they were years
n?o. For sixty years India has hada
silver standard, but wages have not
gone down there, but on the contrary
they have slightly ineroased. In Ja- pan, Curtis, in his recent letters to the
Chicago Record from that country.says
wages are advancing.
In Europe, the demonetization of
silver does not seem to have materially
advanced wages. Tho British work- man, with his gold standard for nearly
a century, is notas well off as the
German who used silver until twenty- twoyears ago. Wages in Austrm have
not advanced since it has been placed
on a gold basis. The farmers In En- gland, who have enjoyed a gold stand- ard, are far less prosperous than the
French peasrats althoh the United
Kingdom has 8112 000,000 in silver and
ranee has 500,000,000. These figures
now wry clearly that prosperity In- creases with the amount of silver in
a community rather than decreases.
Italy has 64 cents per capita in silver
and thousands of Italians cross the
Alps every year to France, with its
813.05 per capita, to earn a living. Few
Vnehmen emlTate, onmnnrntivel v,
to-da- y

to-da-

to-da-

to-da-

one-thir-

to-da-

WKDXKSI AY,

JA'T

II

but Englishmen, Irishmen and Scotch-som- e
men, who have only 83.94 per capita,
go all over the world seeking homes.
The emigration from Germany has
never been as great as since 1873, when
silver was demonetized in the empire,
Here are the figures: From 1851 to
1870, Germany sent 1,773,674 emigrants
to the United States; irora 1871 to 1890
she sent 2.210,050. Austria hardlv sent
us a representative until she started to
pet on a gold basis, and now the Aus-us- e
n
emigration is among
the largest we receive. France, which
has more silver in circulation than any
country in Europe, and far moro
capita than the United States, has
never sent 80,000 in any decade,
Canada has sent 393,803 emigrants,
while Mexico only furnished 1,913. All
these statistics show that the om'.Tra-countr- y
tion has been almost in dirrct
tion to tho silver in circulation in the
country from which tho emigrants
come, and as they are nearly all wage-b- y
earners, it is clear that so far as the
money at home furnished a cause for
emigration, everything is in favor of
silver. It should be remembered that
while silver was demonetized here
partially, the demonetization was not
complete until the Sherman bill was
repealed, and the emigration was
pr"eatest when the country was using
most silver.
5ut there is even more direct evl-- a
dence on this question of wages thnn
even that which a study of emigration
statistics furnishes. The state depart-lisr- a
merit under Mr. Cleveland, lie it romerabered, has been collecting through
the consuls in foreign cities statistics
and silver-usin- g
0f wages in gold-usin- g
countries. Let us take two of these
Uolgium, a gold country, and Mexico,
n silver country, and compare them,
'ihe Manufacturer has done this,
in; its figures from the reports, with
the following result:

.tl:t.

How. in the face of the official fad'?,
cm Mr. CarÜ Ji' or t!ie gold champiomt

tnilhi'ullv say that "there is not a silver standard country in the world today where tha laboring man receives
fair pay for a fair day's work?" Los
Angeles Express,
SILVER
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It is not often that an article at all
fair In its treatment of silver appears
in an eastern gold standard paper, but
molí a one appeared in the Minneapolis
Times a few days aco.
W. .1. Jiryan spoke in Minneapolis
on s'lver, nnd the Times, of that city,
treated his speech very fairly in Its
r'l'to'inl columns. Speaking of tho
way in which ho presented the freo
ilver side of the money question, it
said:
"As a presentation of the free silver
sido of tho money question, it is
doubtful if it has ever been excelled
in this country. It was ingenious,
sophistical, plausible, of course, but It
was at tho same timo orderly, logical
ond forcible. Certainly no more eloquent and persuasive champion of free
silver has ever appeared upon a Minneapolis platform."
That is very different from the radical, "it is nil nonsense" style of comment usual in papers that oppose silver. The real gist of the article, the
part that shows that Mr. Bryan carried some conviction to his audience,
is tho following:
"Ho is certain to make converts to
free silver wherever he isheard. Even
thoughtful people are compelled to recognize that there is something more in
tho demand for free coinage than the
mere demasrogism or delusion."
It has been usual for gold stnndard
papers to declare there was nothing in
this free silver propaganda besides
dcmaTogistu and a desire on the part
of thoKo engaTcd Ju it to repudiate
their honest debts. The Times says
that even thou rhtful people will be
compelled to .cco"n!zo that there is
something moro in this doraand for free
coinage than just demagogism or delusion. Much of the trouble has been
that the thoughtful people of the east
have not been thourhtful on this question; they have merely been opinionated, nothing more. If they will give
it the thou !ht they will find that them
is ns much in itns its advocates claim.
It is much easier to accept ready-mad- o
conclusions on uny subject than to arrive at them by tho slow process of investigation of all matters bearing upon

it

Single gold standard Bdvocates havo
dismissed the question of free colna"o
with a dictum or a sneer and this has
too often caused those who favored
BtatemenU in Consular Reports .No. freo coinage to lose sight of thorc.il
JS0 fop St.pteraber, 1895. are glveu in merits of their case and noglect tho
convincing arguments in support of it
United glaes currency...
u m be addod atthe M ,
and to resort to denunciation of their
,
as miK.h for w, d u
c(m b
opponents. When Midi has been t".
lo'od cloth
fl
d oth
caso it has only prejudiced t:;o i
siUe8iBstho Belgian with his sold coin, they would advance. It should not nj
nd it , what
laborer
t ff rosortod to. Salt Lake Herald.
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SHE REFORMED HIM.
No Admittance In tlie Small Hoori Without the l uBsword.
"What is the matter?" asked one of
Mr. Vivvles' boon companions. "You
haven't taken the pledge, have you?"'
"Xo; but I'm not looking on the wine
when it is red in the cup, just the same,"
"Reformed, have you?" "Yep. You'vü
heard of a woman's marrying a man
with the idea of getting him to slop
drinking. It doesn't always work, but
it did in my case. My wife is a stupendously clever woman." Made yon
pomise, did sin?" "She didn't have
to. When I started downtown
she said: 'I've lost the latch key, dear,
but it won't make any difference. You
ring the bell end I'll let you in.' I said:
'All right.' 'Only, she said, 'we'd bettor
agree on some password, so that when
you ring I can look out of the window
:nd make sure it isn't a burglar.' 'Of
course,' said I; 'what'll the password
be?'
'I have it,' she answered; 'it
mustn't be too simple. You just say
'Irrepressible
and
reprehensibility,'
then I'll come down and let you in.'
(entlemen, if I can't say irrepressible
reprehensibility when I get home 1
don't get in, and, moreover, I assumo
the chances of being taken for a housebreaker. I've simply got to be careful."
And he went over and resolutely seated
himself next to the
tank.

8, 18WI.

HOW

a seat in the rear as the proprietor was
talking. He heard the conversation,
lifted his eyebrows in a deprecating
way and ordered a sirloin steak, with
mushrooms and French fried potatoes.
The proprietor and his friend chatted
on and the tall man ate his steak and had
coffee, wheat cakes, cup custard, apple
pie and an order of cheese on the side.
When he arose and wended his way u;
the amle he bore in his hand a check for
an even dollar. He paused in front or
the desk.
"I believe," he said, "that you said i
few minutes ago that 'you never teed
trnmps ?"
"Exactly," answered the proprietor.
The tall man chuckled. "1 om sorry,
sir," he said, "but you do not always tell
of
the truth."
'
And he escaped uninjured while the is the title of a neat illustrated volume I
proprietor was realizing the truth and have just issued for
men. It given in
force of his observation.
Jain language the effects following
youihiul iudesurwtions and la'ter excess-e- n
HIS PRICES WERE HIGH
as Seminal Weakness, Impotency,
The Queer Revenge Which Was Taken by a
Drains and Losses, Yericoeelc, Atrophy
Traveler Upon a Turkish Ilutelkeepcr.
Some time ago an Englishman vis- or un.levelupment, and points out an
ited Caifa, an
place iu easy and sure treatment and cum at
the dominion of the sultan of Turkey. lmme without Duuiis ou Mkmcinkm. It
On asking for his hotel bill before also explains the cause
and cure of
leuving he. found himself charged outSciatica, Lumbago, Kidney
rageous prices for the sorry accommodation he hud received. He flew into Complaints, etc., without medicine. It
'H ' ílM
iruthíul resume of my thirty
i rape, but finally, on the advice of hin
years womlcrlul success in thecuringof
wife,
the.
A
amount.
paid
whole
few
INSANITY IS TABOOED.
days afterwards the hotel keeper re- - tlieMuas's, and every young, middle-age- d
Prominent Wisconsin Lawyer Who Will
elved a letter, saying: "Your prices
or old man suffering the sligntest
Mot En'er That Defense.
nre too high!" A few weeks later a weakness should read it and know just
The following story is told of John
uukoge arrived. The inn keeper reBrennan, of Stevens Point, as a crlminnl moved wrapper after wrapper, 100 of where he stands. Ii u sent free, sealed,
by mail upon request.
lawyer: The story goes, says the Mil' hem, and then found a card on which
waukee Journal, that a farmer who
as written: "Your prices are too Pit. SAN DEN, KM 19i, St., Denver, Col.
had killed his wife in the northern part high!" A few months later, quite
of the state sent for Mr. Brennan to de- lately, a large box was sentbim, and he
fend him, offering to deed him his farm Paid a goodly sum for freight charges.
If he would tnke the ease. Brenna.i
On opening it, and after doing a trewanted his pay in advance, and so tlie mendous amount of unpacking, lie
farmer made over the property to him. found another card: "Your prices are
Thc fii-f- t of American Siitjxiper,
The murder was a most brutal and cold- too high!" Since then the poor man
blooded one, and Brennan knew thai has refused to accept any
inore letters,
here was but one plea that might sa e
reels or boxes.
CHARLES A. D AS A, Editor.
his client from a life sentence, and that
vn insanity. The trial was one of the
Nlnvery In KiiRlimd.
d
fiercest ever fought in a Wisconsin
much
Slavery survived in
.
court. The attorney for the defense oc- later than is gercrnlly
The
cupied a whole day in his closing ad- word bondoe-- in Northnn.lei l:u d r.till
dress to the jury, and the effort was a '.neans a female farm ern: t. "'ic Tlu American I'oiiHtltntlon, tliu American
masterly one. The jury found the man
ooiies and suiters (I. c, s:;!t v..ii."Tri of IcImu.
the American Spirit. Tlnisu first, last
Insane and he waa sent to Oshkosh, ".art Lothian v.'eic netual!
rn
Once there, he Improved rapidly and In 1775. If they deserted
and all the time, forever.
n few weeks was discharged. His firs
t ) r.
'.liyone luirforiTj;' them vr.a : a
Wuyeur
act was to sue Breunan for the recovery
enalty of Ave rounds it"!!.:' f h Dully. Iiy nmll
of his property, on the ground that he ('id not restore them in 54
The Iully uuil Sunday, by mull
fs a year
was Insane at the time of deeding it. List slave In England v in
Of '
The Wuekly
In tlie race of his own argument that ;oiu)letely until lTDOnnd in !:.:
ÍI it year
the man was insane, Brennan could do
ns a coolie Lvii:;r who, r.s wll r.s !i
nothing and the farmer won his case. father and grai d.'a'.her. had workxl nn
Brennan has blacklisted insanity as n :t slave In a pit nt Vnsselburg
defense for murderers.
A Trapping I'lant.
The baited trap Is un imitation of the
THE TRAMP GOTA GOOD MEAL.
dionea or Yenusfly trap. Thissingular
He Also Proved That Restaurant Men
:i;ecinien of the plant world presents la the greateat Sunday Newepuper
Sometimes Make Grave Errors.
' i unsuspicious Insects a drop of honey-ik- e
"No, sir 1 never feed tramps," said the
in the world,
jelly, and when the victim descends
boss of the lunch counter. "If you get
i sip he finds himself seized by the
started to feeding bums, they will never tieacherous leaves of the insectivorous Prlca 5c a copy. By mail, $2 a year
quit coming."
plant which surround and strangle
A tall man, shabbily dressed, came
Adoren THK MIX. NVw York.
- him on the spot.
""nir Into the room, and vrill-oht

Three Classes

Men

Hheu-maii.--

ice-wat- er

The New York Sun.

EiK-lun-

sin-wed-

e

1

The Sunday Sun

t-
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Hohiirt closed the Treniont
House yeterday and took charge of 'he
Tiniiuer House, which he lias leased for
a term of vears. The dining room of the
Thinner will not he reopened at present.
Attention in called to the advertisement of Biggs & Whitehill in another
column. This firm keeps the heft goods
in their line, are popular gentlemen and
fully deserve the liberal mitrontigc they
are receiving.
The delinquent list of city taxes is
.

C.

SCIENCE

AND INDUSTRY.

from which s!:e had drained

"1

lie

wml-neet-

that had never known the insult
of sugar or the disgrace of milk." It's
symbolism, true enough. For the Chinese did run after strange gods to the
neglect of their own, and weakness resulted. With this there is a picture of
the god who got mad. He is called

The world's annual crop of tea is
said to be about 450,000,000 pounds. Of
this Great Britain uses 184,000,000
pounds per annum.
The tea plant succeeds well in California, and a number of years ago extensive gardens were planted in that Wing Tai, and has a runcli-lik- e
face,
state by a colony of Japanese.
and something Spanish about his earAs much mocha coffee comes from rings, but from the throat down he is
Brazil as from Arabia. The Brazilian altogether a man of China.
mocha conists of small round beans
"It is possible," she remarks, "that so
growing at the tops of the branciie. wise a god will be apparently cruel t
These tire culled out from the others be ultimately kind, and is trying to
now being made up, All who call upon
with great care and sold at a much I each the Chinese n lesson. The people
the marshal and pay up before it in com- higher rate.
hnve already gone back to his worship,
pleted will save costs and their names
g
device for und sooner or later." she ndds, "unless
A new
will not appear in the published delinChina be quite torn fiom her pin
furnaces is an attachment automaticquent list.
ally feeding a quantity of oil toi'ietirc ; mong the nations, Wing Tai will foi-- n
Ü
his votaries, i'.vO. when Chirese pi-when fuel is added. As the oil w.
Sheriff Shannon and deputy McAfee
ri'e (there is no perfect patience
consumes the smoke, the ii .jic..;'.n
have been very active in following every oil bewig adjusted at will to theai.KHiu;
the Chinese) has done its perfect
clue likely to lead to the detection and of smoke expected at each fresh clung.' work, when China has learned from
to lrrn one
lapan, for the pivat
arrest of the murderers of William Heed of fuel.
und have reason to believe that the
It is stated by Mr. 1. M. Bache in ;n awhile from Hie lltll. t'cn China
the Psychological Review that ncpro rwv become united and eniire." In
guilty parties will soon be in custody.
children are quicker in their motions' that day she will nut iwd üussia or
George P. Jones will next week move
than the offspring of white persons, "lvrland or the nH'cd cowers, for her
his meat market and grocery and proand he suggests that the higher men- :"itizens are as the grass blades of the
vision store across Ballard street, into tal qualities of civilized white races 'bid in numbers. X. Y. Tress.
the Bennett store room, adjoining the may have been gained at the sacrifice
FAST COLORS WERE THESE.
Kidd building. Constantly increasing of quickness of response to outside
business requiring more room than is stimuli.
fcliyptlans Knew the Art of Making Dye
M. Woitoff, professor of bacteriolafforded in his present quarters nei'esi-tate- d
That I.uBted for Yearn.
ogy in Moseow.was experimenting with
In antiquity besides indigo and purthe change.
the bacteria, that produce pul refaction ple few colors were employed, and
Notice.
a year ago, when the bottle containing 1hese were obtained for the most part
burst, and a small frag- from the vegetable kingdom, but their
At a regular meeting of Silver City the microbes
neck purity was so great that they have
Lodge No. 1, Ancient Order of United ment of the glass scratched his
behe
healed,
wound
but
The
slightly.
Hall
at
W.
U.
O.
l ept well to our own times, after havA.
held
at
Workmen,
of
year
has
a
suffering
and
ill.
after
came
the
evening
Silver City, N. M., on
ing undergone for centuries the action
January 4, 18ÍIÜ, the following resolution just died of the poison.
of the air and the Run. The fact is
was adopted :
A growing thought with bacteriin the Egyptian
very remarkable
Heiolved, that inasmuch as inquiries ologists is that the healthful actions of
tombs; the stone has been disinby
persons
made
constantly
being
are
life are dependent as much on bacterial tegrated by weathering, while the colcontemplating joining said order asking
action ns those wiiicti í"in io nave n ors have been preserved. The color
for lnlormation governing me costs ami
effect. The sugar of the that we meet most frequently is a mix-- t
deleterious
herecharges of initiation, that they are
in the
ure of reddish brown oxide of iron
by informed that (mm this dale until maple tree, undoubtedly useful
tree's economy, seems the resultof bac- (red hematite) and clay, known under
April 1, 18(Jtl, the total costs of initiation
shall not exceed the sum of seven and terial act ion. While, however, one form the name of Pompeiian red. This colone half dollars to each pernon.
of bacterium may be at work in the or, which has resisted for 4.000 years
Unsolved, that a copy of those resolusugar factory, another, with otln r the sun of Egypt and the action of the
tions be published in each of the Silver views, may he laboring to upset its air, is equally roof iig::!nst acids. The
t it v newspapers.
work.
Egyptians reduced it by rubbing be.I.J. I'.KU, Deputy l. M. W.
tween stones under water to a degree
1NÍMI.
4,
Silver Citv, N. M.Jan.
CHINESE DEFEAT ORDAINED.
:f fitness that we cm not ol tain nowaCoiiiitiuK til Start,
Their God of W:ir r.utined ft MruurglnK days by chemical precipitation. An
Jup Invasion.
The numbering of the heavenly bodequally precious yellow p"giuent, also
We know why the Japanese won. It much used, was formed of a natural
ies, whether planet, satellite or star of
the smallest size, has been commenced was because the Chinese neglected their oxide or iron mixed with much clay,
at the Paris observatory by Mis god of war to worship at the shrine (if chalk and water and browned by the
Klumpke. doctor of sciences and as- Marco Polo. Of course, the god of war action of the heat; this mixture gives
sistant astronomer, in view of the pub resented this. He had to have icvciig.
orange. Eor this yellow color gold
"Th .v bronze or gold leaf was alao employed.
lication of an international catalogue and he arranged it, laying:
of thu stars. The Idea was formed at. made a god of Marco Polo, the
Tor blue they used a glass covered with
the astronomical congress In 1887, and
and I am going to make room ii, copper minerals; this
was not
already 189 photographs have been the Chinese heaven for two or three less permanent than the preceding,
dozen
a
Some only contain
taken.
Japanese deities. The Chinese arc even acids having very little effect
stars, this being a celestial desert; but stanch in their likes and dislikes, but upon it. Oypsuni or plaster of paris
nihrs aro crowded, even to the num all their other dislikes together cannot furnished white and also formed the
berof 1.500. The average number is compare with their dislike of the Jap- basis of pale colors when organic pigAltogether anese. Therefore, I will give them a
835 stars per photograph.
ments were ndded to it, probably madthe catalogue is expected to contain Japanese invasion.". Everybody knows der for red. The colors were always
about 8,000.000 stars. A census ol the the result.
thinned and rendered adhesive by
heavenly bodies has long been needed.
You may find r.n allegory in the foremeans of gums. It is interesting to
will
and
forward
Now a woman comes
was a ueam that came to an Inow, as is proved by inscriptions, that
going.
It
count all of the stars. She will be some Englishwoman In :v kingpnlaec.after
the artists regarded their colors ns im
timo at it. but when the work is done placing upon,
ful!; cam d perishable.- - --( 'ost.is
vuiu:
It will be finished.
f.l h'ai ll: l i :'.m"cd yellowed;)
smoke-consumiu-
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A FAMOUS THIEF.

nt

g
The
of pickpockets in London, Mr. Joseph Wailey, has just died
of pneumonia at the age of 83 years,
40 of which he spent from time to tun
e
monin jail. Like a grand
arch, he had several wives; at least
seven are known to have constituted
hia better half. His family, of course,
was extremely numerous, but he didn't
bother himself much about looking
niter them. He was born at Southampton, and commenced to practice
his profession at the age of ten. Hcj
was then engaged almost exclusively
in the handkerchief department, but,
lie progressed rapidly, and was soon
promoted to the branch of jewelry and
pocket-bookVi'hen he was about 10
years old lie was president of the first
pickpocket trust ever formed in England.
Mrs. Wailey, his mother, was a good
and religious woman, and when her bad
son, Joe, was sent to jail for the first
time she died of grief. Joe cried bitterly over the loss of his mother, but
soon dried his tears and resumed his
old vocation. He became tired of
Southampton and started for the capital. On his way to London he was attacked by footpads. He pitched into
them and killed one, but they finally
sucoeeded in robbing him, and he arrived in London penniless. Six months
after his arrival there he found himself, as he said, "In comfortable circumstances." He had now the means
of extending his operations, lie founded and directed for several years a
band of robbers in different lines,
burglars, footpads, pickpockets and
that were the
terror of the suburbs of London.
Most of Wailey's companions were
captured and sent to ji.il, but he for a
long time managed to hide himself
from the police. On one occasio he
jumped into the Thames, and the
morning papers came out the next day
with an account of his suicide. Hut
Wailey was an
athlete, and
swimufing was one of his notable accomplishments. So he rcapeared at
Cravesend, where he was the most successful blackmailer on record. This
new branch of his profession amused
him most, because he did not know before he took it tip that there were so
many fools in the world as there really
are. What he termed his very simplest
tricks brought him large rcvei.uen.
The trust was extended until it had
member in all the principal cities in
England, and Wailey was still king,
except during the interregnum that
followed any one i f his numerous collections. At hii't, when he became
rich, he began to think of retiring from
business and livli g peaceably upon his
s.

sneak-thieve-

s,

all-rou-

ATALE
TWO
NATIONS.

d

ITis mind took

He Established a Thieves' Trust In England, of Which He Wat Pronl-deImidenti of Ilia
Career.

old-tim-

it, iiifll.

money.
a religious twist, probably an inheritance from his mother.
One Sunday morning, while wandering
through Victoria park, he noticed a
large crowd gathered around a stand
from which a colored man was preaching. The colored man wns Celcstin
e
Edwardy. With the
instinct
of a pickpocket, Wailey at first thought
he would work the crowd, but he
simply worked his way near enough to
the preacher to be able to listen to his
words; and he did listen with the
greatest attention. He became moved,
and tears rolled down his cheeks. Then
nd there he confessed his sins no'
f mall affair.
Without speaking of his
ephemeral transgressions, such as his
.All
iyl
seven or eight marriages, Wailey had
amassed a fortune of 'about SIOO.OPO
by active practice in all the various
A lUiC OI 1 WO PSatlOHS
branches of his profession.
Upon the question of restitution o1,mi1(1 1,P ro.1(1 1,v
nVprv
! nked to his repentance the records are
silent. But at ull events he got re- - OtlC WHO lias read Coin's
ligion, and got it bad. as his pals used T?jnnpjqi
c1,nn1
to say. He turned preacher, and was
considered one of the most eloquent
TllC book CQH be Obtained
among the lurid orators of the open- nir religious meetings in London. He "'CC by any Subscriber to
became as great a favorite among the
JIK JJAGLK who paj'S a
good and righteous as he had been
l,
among the bad and ungodly. A groat year's Subscription in
attended his funeral, nnd in
11 ,..11
"VLU flip
that throng, by way of honoring the Vfim,e
dead, the pickpockets were present CyC8 of thousands wllO are
actively. London Letter.
unacquainted with the par- hard-earne-

An English PIckpooket Who WaB
King of His Kind.

ex-kin-

,lAN'OR

f

old-tim-

'

ad-thro-

ng
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tlClllarB Concerning the
one evening last summer and mOtlCtization of silver.
rtnuspd IhcmselvpH hv irv'mtv ii Lili n
dragon-flSend ill )'Olir BUbsCfipthat was durting about in!
A

party cf young

people

de-por-

sat on the

ch

frequent swoops in the' tQn
toJa J
of their heads, when they all;
.
,i
i
i
inaue a great auo, as tnougn some venomous creature were after them. The!
SILVER'S CHAMPION.
dragon-fl- y
is in reality a most useful!
creature, and w here it abounds
Till
and flics are relentlessly mir.
sued. It would be a good idea if
HOCK Y MOUNTAIN
NEWS
ineniiiy ncipers could be Domesticated,
J
KntubLlied HSU.
for w hen one can capture a dragon-fl- y
and offer hiin a common house-fl- y
he
seizes it with the utmost greediness and
TKUMH OK SUHSKII'TIOX.
devours it in an Instant.
The ladybird Is often killed by those who are not
(IX APVAXCK.)
aware what a voracious ('evourcr of Insects it Is. The lady-bir- d
DAILY.
Industriously
hunts for the eggs and young of insect's One ymir. Iiy mull
Í7.S0
that live on the under side of leaves.
3 TB
Six liioutlm by mull
N. Y. Ledger.
l.uo
Three niontliK by mull
y

Iflt;

Inde

mos-ouito-

tU.

How

ol mn

Due nuintli Iiy mull

Dornjrm

M

(IU P"K'"') y,'"r
.$!,50
Few visitors to the .Metropolitan mu- - 8l,,ulliy
KUltlo,,
the Sunday.
aware,1
seum of art In New York are
while admiring the iridescence of the
WEEKLY.
glass bottles, plates and other ancient
articles of ornament and use discovered
$1.00
in Cyprus, that the prismatic hues dis- Oiieyenr. Iiy niittl. In ndvunce
played are a result of the decay of the ItHiiinplt! euiliw of elllier edition on uuiillrii-- t
u.
glass. When disintegration sets In, the
substance of the glass splits into exceedingly thin laminae which, as the Tim
Nkwh Ih Hiii
roimlHlKiit clinninlim
sunlight traverses them, give rise to a of sliver In lliu west,only
mid sleuild lie In every
splendid play of colors. Like the liiiinii In tliu west, anil In tl IiiiikU of every
leaves of the forest, these delicate miner mill business man In New MoxU'o.
glasses signalize their approaching din- -' bend In your subscr!)l Ion (,t once.
All I'uiuiiitiiilcnliuiiH mint lie iiildrubuud til
solution by becoming more beautiful.
:..
VorIVSj
Newj Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
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DOCTORS.

Hot EnouBh Patient Free Hospitals Cut
Into tlm Practice of Many Phyulclun.
A double suicide, which shocked
Taris the other day, brought to the a

tention of the public thefinane'ml.stra'.tr
in which, it is said, the majority of the
physicians of that city live, says tlic
,
.'ew York World. Dr. Arnaud de. Lang-lard:i
bet
had
an old physician, who
decorated by the government for brave
conduct during the cholera epid 'ii e
imwy yiai'M ago, committed suicide
with Ills wife b "cause his practice had
dwindled to the vanishing point and
r.Umi'.t'.on was staring them in the face.
hi co::. mi nt'iLig upo:i the tragedy several nevH;'!'p"rs asserted that in i'aris
i:ot more Hum one doctor out of five
is able to ir.nke more than the tares!
living. Among the causes of this poverty en. ong j h.Videinns is the drstitu-i'o- n
of most of th-- ir patients. Medical
has ív.ndo inch great st rides, too.
maladies of all sorts are now more
y cured, and such precautions are
t:;'
to prevent the spread of conta- s
r d'siaes that epidemics are b;- .iv.ing practically
unknown. The
number of doctors, on the otlur hand,
has rapidly increased. Another rensoi:
why there is not practice enough to
go around is that in many oí 1he hospitals people can be treated fcr nothing
or at a very nominal figure. .Many of
these hospitals have training
which are free, in which re taught
the rudiments of medicine and surgery.
These schools are largely attended and
many Kick people arc taken in hand at
their own homes by some members of
the family who has profited by this

.lA'''1?v

it

ItlMi.

Olllcliil Directory.
s:iil direct, and, of
course, has a greater efficiency. Vasal
IKDKHAI..
lo has received much encouragement Thomas It. vt ron.
Deleítate to Congress
Governor
i. I iiorntoii
from practical sailors ns well as the- Secretary
Loriou Miller.
oretical scientists.
Chief Justice
ThniiiHH Snltli.

air now strikes the

PECULIAR

.V C. Collier.
II. II. i ii ti i i on.
X. II. Luimlilln.

RETAINING FEE.

(. I. Hum..
W. H.

John Chinaman Hail It Arranged Before
He Perpetrated the Crime.
Col. A. T. Vogelsang, the attorney.
is rep arded as one of the best raconteurs of the legal profession. In the
Palace grillroom recently, says the San
Francisco Call, he let out a string of
anecdotes. He said that a few weeks
,go Dennis Spencer, the Napa luminary, was called iixn by a Chinaman
one evening, when the following dialogue occurred:
" 'One Chinaman kill another Chinaman witli a hatchet; how much you
charge wake him clear?'
" 'I'll take the case,' said Mr. Spencer,

1
'

HOLES

CANVAS.

An Important Discovery lnoreailng the
Ellti-arof Sui,.
An Italian sea captain, dio flatta
Vasallo, of Genoa, has made n very interesting innovation in Mie use of sails
of ordinary sailing vessels. lie claims,
says the Philadelphia Ilecord, that the
force of wind cannot fully take effect in

a sail, since the air in front of itcanuot
proper'y circulate in the inflated part,
and remains stationary immediately in
front of part of the sail proper. He
avoids this stagnation of air, as he calls
it, by the application of a number of
smnll holes in that part of the sail
where the depression is deepest when it
is filled; these holes are reinforced like
a buttonhole so that they will not tear
out. Trials made in various weather
have resulted as follows: With a light
wind, a boat with ordinary sails made
four knots, while the new sail increased
the speed to 5 Vi knots. In a fresh breeze
the respective speeds were seven and
they
8, knots; and in a strongperwind
hour. It
were eight and ten knots
stands to reason that the doing away
with a layer of air, which cannot escape
past the sides of the sail, must increase
the efficiency of the sailboat. Where
the wind formerly struck a cushion of
air which ncted liken spring mattress,
decreasing the actual pressure of the
w'ml iifainst the canvas, this current of
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" 'Alice light.' said the Chinaman, 'I
be back after while.'
"In about a week he returned to Mr.
Spencer's office end laid down $1,000 in
gold coin on his tuble. Mr. Spencer
swept the money into the drawer.
" 'Well, the Chinaman, he dead.'
'"Who killed him?'
" 'I did.'
" 'When did you kill him?'
" 'Last night.' "
There was some curiosity on the part
of the audience for further light on the
disposition of the $1,000, but Mr. Vogelsang immediately spun off on to another story.
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France anil Grout Ilrltaln.
The population of France in 1801 was
A sM'ssor
Surveyor
nS,343,l'J2, and of Great Britain 37.SS8,-15.!.
Civ missiimcr
or a difference of only about half a
Coiiiiinssioiier
('(iimni.'sloncr
million in faor of France. It is now T.i ii'ias Foster
iiileiident
Snpei
School
Link.
T.
announced that the census to be t.iken It.
the coming yen r will show that the popMayor
ulation of Great Britain is the greater. .1. W. Fleinliii!.
Treasurer
AliMhani.
The reason for this reversal of relation II.
Clerk
W
ni. F. I.nri ii..
Attorney
is the small birth rateof France and the Frank
Wrltrhl.
Marshal
unusually large one in Great Britain. W. II.Killinrii.
There has b"cu no emigration of conseIIOAIIO OK KIH'1'ATION.
quence inlo the latter country, and
Wrn. Itrahin.
('. Ill'lllll'tt.
K. b. I'owel.
France has lost but little by emigration,
so that the above cause accounts for the
I'lU'NCll.MKN.
relative British increase of over l.ooo,-00.las. tilllitt.
M. K. White.
The area of France is over 10.000
tied. ). .Iones.
Martin Malier
luiles, and that of Great Britain only a
t'l UK
"'
little more than half as great, or 121,481 St. (íenrire Hohlnson
t'j'l'"'
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miles.
tii rilan Itradley
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.Mlttht Have lleen Red Ink.

A certain actor who wished

to intro-

duce innovations Into "Hamlet" proposed to play the part of the Danish
prince in a red cloak, which intention
he communicated to Sir Henry Irving,
who raid: "Very well; I do not see
anything shocking in that." "But is it
right?" inquired the interlocutor. "I
dare- say it in," replied Irving. "Red
was the color of mourning of the royal
house of Denmark." "But how do you
get over this?" persisted the other,
quoting the words: " 'Tin not alone my
inky coat, good mother." "Well," replied the Shakespearean, calmly, "I
Ruppose there is such a thing as red ink,
is there not?"

Di'

H.
Foreman.
('. C. Wliltehlll
K Dose t o
Foreman. .1.
Steve I'hle
W. F. boron. Foreman. Hook ami l.aniurto
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p. in.

Open Sundays from S to H;.lu a. in.. mid one
Iiimr after arrival of railway mull.
Money order ilepa i t ment open dally except
Sundays from Ha. tn. loll p. in.
Mall closes for Fort Hnyard. Central. Hanover, (icornclown and all railroad points dal-

at 7:4511. m.
Mall closes for Mogollón mid all Intermediate poluls lit Km. in., Mondays. Wednesdays
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Mall arrives from the cast, west and south
dally at a p. in.
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uml Sundays.
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Sundays it V') a. in.
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BAPTIZtO

CARDS.
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.TAXUATtN
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BAIL
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Will practice In all the courts of the territory. Office corner Texas and

Is an old ur.d fuitl.i'ui servant,
wto has held b.s jio:;l for 3(1 years, suya
Spire Moments; He drove llie queen
to the (1 uke of York's wedding, on which
occasion he handled four horses fioi
the box. There were no postillions
The supreme control of the royal stablest rests, of course, with the muster
of tie house, an ofliee at present held
y t'..e tin' e of Portland. Next to lrn
e:)r..i!i:.nd in the crown equerry
i
'''.r l".ri:i y .''wai t, who is really the ad- :
ell i f. Sir Henry, by the way, loo!
...'.it 'lie iHtmi'.'.g of the horses. IT In
'ut.es. however, are not all so light a:i
li s nre.
Tl.o immediate control of
lnev s is la the hands of Mr. Nicholas,
:. formerly a lieutenant in tin;
'.o
o al Ipn'c artillery
He has under
i'ui ii :.T of tibout 00 officials. Or.o
f '. f.'i t. interesting relies of old
P.'.i'l.ivrlu.ii house is the "riding
'ü)v-i'.- "
V. ca "nan other interests than
'..a: of if.- - nmmurinn's escape. In
tl; l c f. .vilidivu wpip taught horse-- :
r,:.r'.i. . r t on the Mall one may seo
in lin
in;-!.Is used when they
t '..ril ni. on rutting.
, nn
Miller,

Laughable Kesalt Dae to a Convert's Great

& ANCHETA,

'

Personal Pride.
was proved at a baptizing a few
days ago that it is well to go well preSpring streets.
if you are to bo baptized. A n
pared
SILVER CITY
N, M.
who was immersed at the last oc- currence of this kind can testify to this
FIELDER & BARNES,AT LAW.
effect. This gentleman, says the Louis-- ;
Office on Arizona Stree
South
villa Commercial, had intended to be
of Broadway.
baptized, but it took him a long time to
SILVER CITY
M.
N.
make up his mind. At last, however, he
cume to a decision, and themmiBterled
H. 1IARLLEE.
himtoapool. So far all was well.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
il
The troublo commenced as soon as
District Attorney for Counties of Grant
the minister tried to put the citizen's
and Sierra,
SILVER CITY
N. M. head under the water. The citizen apparently did not object to standing in
1ÜI1JC M. G1NN,
water up to his ears, but further, or
the
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
deeper, he did not wish to go.
Will practice In all the Courts of the rather
Finally, as a last resort, the minister
.
SILVER CITY Te:Ht0ry:
N. M. placed his hand on his head and began
to bear down. As he did so the citizen's
mass of hair slipped from his hf ad, and
WILLIAMS & GILBERT,
AM) SURGEONS. the minister found himself standing
Office over Jackson's l)run tore.
with a wig in his hand, while the bald
Residence on Yankee St.
head of the citizen loomed up conspicSILVER CITY
N. M. uously.
After this there was no troublo in getHiS RElORr COURTEOUS.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
ting this head under the water. The
I) A.M.
citizen had always carefully concealed Would Change the Story So as to Ulv
lit silver City Chapter, No. 2. Masonic the fact that he was bald, and when he
Due Credit.
Hall. Kenular convocations on id WednesDr. Chalneis, the eminent divine,
day evening of each month. All companion
was found out he went under the water
Invited to attend.
K. M. Voi'Nu, U. V.
so willing and stayed so long that the was fond of telling the following story:
I'erry M.Lady, Sec'y.
Lady IVtt Cunningham, having had
spectators
became frightened. He was
A
F.&A.M.
some
difference of opinion with the
very
Mi,
out
x
much
of
Lndmi.
N'n.
taken
ashamed
At Silver Cltv
l...,tu t
parish minister, instead of putting her
Icllall. over hllvcr City Nut'l Hank, the
iüursday evening on or uefore the full moon
usual contribution in the collectioi.
eacli month. All visiting brothers Invited to
ODD BILLIARD FACTS.
plate, merely guve a stately bow. Thin
attend.
joiia tii.ua.En, W. M. '
1'isuuv B. Ladv, See'v,
having occurred several Sundays in
Making a Table Id a Day The Ballt SeaE. S.
succession, th? elder in charge of the
0V.MIvur
soned In Incubators Coloring Rrd Balls.
City Chapter No.
E H. Meets
every st and! I'uesdny In8.0.
A billiard table can be built in 24 plate at last lost patience, and blurted
each montli at
Masonic Hall. Miss. May U. OAUms, W. M.
hours if carte blanche is given to the out: "We cud tine wi' less o' yer nuin-nerMi. Nki.lv 11. Lauy, fec'y.
an' mair o' yer siller, ma leddy."
manufacturer, but he prefers to have
Dining ou ons occasion at the house
T 0. O.K.
time to get the right effects, from one
thtll!'1.n',iKil,!KUvly
p'cnnipmeut No. 1. meets month to six. The wood needs to be of a nobleman he happened to repeat
Wednesdays of each
VisltltiK patrlurchs cordially Invited. month. seasoned for a period of nearly seven the anecdote, thereupon the host, in
over-we.leased tone, said:
C'P' years. Rich, deep Spanish mahogany a not
C. Q.teLrti'Xi,m,,hm"Are you aware, Dr. Chalmers, that
is used, pollard oak, ebony and sutin
1 o. O. F.
Lady Hetty is a relative of mine?"
wood.
"1 was not nwire, my lord," leplied
Tables
always
are
not
covered
in
Hull,
Thursday evening.
fellows
thu order cordially Invited to at- - green. Clue is sometimes used and a the doctor; "but, with your permission,
ü'
U0.dE.W,NU,l,ooB.S,H;'y.
pure olive green. The ate Prince Leo- 1 shall mention the fact the next timo
pold was the first to make use of the I tell the story."
O. O. F.
1. Helen Lodge. No. 7. Helmkah Degree latter color, and olive green is known
The President's Chair.
Meetings second and fourth Friday
y
in the billiard world as "Prince
The only vacant seat in the galleries
each month, at hull of I. s. Tiffany l'Xo No!
Leopold's color."
when the house was called to order and
Miss Mamie IIolson. Sec'y
The balls must be well seasoned be- t'je only one that was not occupied durV OF I.
fore they are used for play. Manufacing the proceedings of the day is that
JV, Meets 2d and 4th Tuesday nights of
each turers have incubators in which to store which the rules of
month t Hank Building. VIhUIiik KiilKlita
the house reservo
IHUleU.
them that they may undergo the drying for the president of the United States.
J, J, HlUIUUAM. C. O
W. A. GASMAN, k. n
8.
process. Some incubators will hold On such occasions it is usually filled y
fully 3,000 balls. When they are first r.:cmbcrs of the cabinet's families
O. U. W.
made they are "green." Solid ivory in
1.
At Meets fill iiirt tut M.wl M U.. ... h.I. .
to the city to whom the presimontli. l ell.jw workmen cordially Invited, the only satisfactory material of which dent or Mrs. Cleveland
sends cards, bit,
A. U. IIUUU, .11, W.
to make them, "artillcial balls" (those r.l though the rest of the galleries were
E,M oi'Mi, Uec.
made of composition! ore much heavier jammed with people, this conspicuous
ATCHISON, TUcEKA ft SANTA FE and do not wear well. English makers, seat was empty all day and afforded n
RAILROAD TIME TABLE.
to give the red balls a perfect color, topic of conversation.
steep them in a decoction that is someNot That Kind.
No. 831.
times described as the "guardsman's
No. KB.
A gentleman at dinner ordered chamArrives.
Departs.
destination
bath." This is extracted from the old
coata of "Tommy Atkins," and for bil- pagne. By accident an empty bottle was
2:00 p. m.
H:15 a. m.
Sliver City
liard balls it is the finest scarlet dye placed upon the table by the waiter,
I 10:4-After examining it carefully, turning it
a. m.
j
Denilmc
known.
f 11:00 a. m.
round nnd round and upside dow n, the
"
lu:UU
Nutt
13:08 p. m.
"
VICTORIA'S CHIEF COACHMAN. diner returned it to the wniter and calm1:UU
Rincón
"
:8U
Las Cruces
:4
"
"I didn't order it extra
4:IU a. m.
Quite a Big Han with Sixty Others to ly remarked:
EU'aso
H:W p. m.
Leaves.
A rrlvcs.
dry."
Help Ulna.
11. M. Steckkh, Axeiit
The queen's stale coachman, Edward
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